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Mont Blanc again after 28 years

Colin Beechey

The last time Richard Brooke had stood on the summit of Mont Blanc was in 1951
when he had made an early ascent of Route Major with Mike Banks. Since then
expeditions to both Polar regions and the Karakoram, and the demands of career
and marriage had made Alpine holidays infrequent and the opportunity to return
to Mont Blanc had not occurred. However the passing years had done nothing to
diminish his enthusiasm for mountains and when I first climbed with him on Ben
Nevis in 1975 he was planning to fulfil a long-standing ambition to return to Mont
Blanc in order to attempt another of its big classic routes.

During a fortnight's holiday that summer we did 6 routes including the N ridge
of the Grivola and the H irondelles ridge of the Grandes J orasses but we ran out of
energy and time and could not attempt Mont Blanc. Since then a ski touring
holiday and family commitments had kept Richard away fmm the Alps in summer
until this year. To both of us this year's holiday meant a great deal as Richard, now
well into hi second half century, felt that perhaps it was his last chance for a really
big route while I had promised an expectant wife that I would not go for a year or
two!

Hence it was with a feeling of great anticipation and excitement coupled with
sadness that we found ourselves in Chamonix in July 1979, for only a 2-week
holiday. Due to my theory that in such a short period training mutes are a waste of
time we decided to start on something fairly long and chose the Frendo Spur of the
Aiguille du Midi. Richard did not seem completely convinced but being unable to
suggest a better alternative, agreed to my proposal. In fact we decided to do it in 2
stages with a bivouac at the top of the rock section so that we would have 2
interesting but not over-strenuous days and be able to tackle each section when
conditions were at their best-the rocks in the heat of the day and the ice in early
morning frost. That at least was the theory, but when in mid morning we dumped
our sacs at the front of the face preparatory to roping up we were quite unprepared
for what happened next.

I happened to look up and saw huge rocks crashing their way towards us. With
the speed of gazelles we both leapt down into the bergschund soon to be followed
by most of the rocks, some of which landed inches from me. After a few minutes we
realized that we had survived unscathed except for feeling sick with fear. Neither of
liS mentioned going back but instead we both soloed at top speed for about 300 feet
until we reached an overhung ledge. There we roped up and traversed left across
slabs and easy ledges with still an occasional stone falling to keep our adrenalin at
an incredibly high level. Soon we reached the safety of a rib and began to relax. A
system of Grade Ill/IV chimneys gradually led us to the top of the rock buttress
where we reached a superb bivouac spot at 5pm. Above us on the ice was another
party obviously having trouble lI-ying to do it in the full heat of the afternoon. After
a good night's sleep we climbed the ice-arete and moved'rightwards round the side
of the upper rock buttress where a series of superb ice-pitches of about Scottish
Grade III led us to the summit.

Our next route was hopefully to do the 2-day traverse of the Frontier Ridge
from the Torino hut to the Grandes Jorasses, so we moved our camp site to the
Italian Val Ferret. We had to wait a day at the Torino due to bad weather but the
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day aftel- dawned fine 0 we did a pleasant rock route on the P ramid du Tacul,
with other parties only appearing as we ab eiled down. Due to the kindness of a
party of Royal Marines who gave us some extra food we decided to carry out our
original plan the next day. Early morning saw us following a row of climber
toward the base of Geant which we reached at the head of the queue oon after
sunri e. As we made our way down the snowy crest of the Rochfort Arete we
realized just how trong the wind wa . At the first dip below the Geant it wa
blowing with demon force. Crouched low over our axes, with the rope between us
billowing out in a horizolllal arc, and lump of snow ailing upwal-d towards the
ky, we waited for a lull which would enable u to balance across the delicately

narrow snow ridge, but every time we straightened up the wind threatened to knock
us over into Italy. We retired. In the helter of the Geant we had ome chocolate
and sealed up any gaps in our clothing to keep out the wind and spindrift. We
returned to the fray and thi time Richard solved the problem by straddling the
arete acheval. As the weather looked fine, apart from the wind, we decided to carry
on. After all it was only like a 'nonnal' winter day on the Ben, but on that narrow
arete the wind wa a real menace. Only one party managed to follow us and they
left the ridge near Mont Mallet.

Slowly we reached the end of the snow-art:tes and moved together up the loose
rocks to the summit of the Aiguille du Rochfort. Richard had been this far before in
1951 but from here on the ground was new to both of us. We crossed a large
snowf"ield, traversed more snow-aretes and clambered up broken rocks to the
summit of the Dome_ After a short descent the arete continued as a narrow
rock-ridge laced with snow and gendarme to the stan of the steep drop to the Col
des Grandes Jorasses. Pummelled as we were by the wind we found this section
much more awkward than Rebuffat' description in his 100 Best Climbs in the Mont
Blanc Range might sugge t. Twice we abseiled down gendarmes_ The second of the e
was particularly telTi/ying for me as the strong wind blew me acros the face in a
huge arc and I could not then I-each the small snow saddle I was aiming for. The
only solution was to swing back and before the wind took me again I let go of the
de cendeur and dropped like a stone on to the snow. Luckily I could now hold the
rope for Richard. Soon after this we could see below us the tiny bivouac hut on the
Col des Grandes Jorasses where we intended to stay the night in order to cal-ry on
over the Grandes Jorasses the next day. The guide book say that the hut can be
reached by continuous abseils for several hundred feet. Hel-e we made an
unfortunate mistake and taned to follow a line of abseil loops on the side of the
ridge which seemed to reach an easy snow slope from which a travel' e right would
lead to the col. As we progressed each abseil got steeper and steeper and we realized
that the 'easy' snow-slope was in fact a steep ice-slope and that the hut would be
extremely difficult to reach. In fact we were no longer sure we wanted to stay the
night there. We were both very conscious of the fact that the previous summer I had
climbed the Old Brenva route in just such a wind and it had been the prelude to a
terrible storm. The guide book warned that escape from the hut in bad weather was
very difficult and this we could now see for ourselves. either of us was in the
risk-taking business except when the odds were heavily stacked in our favour so we
decided to carry on down. In retrospect it seemed a faint-heaned decision, as it did
a bit at the time, but it was not easy to consider the situation objectively when we
were both hanging from a single piton in an exu-emely steep ice runnel. As we could
not get back we resigned ourselves to a nasty de cent. It was_ Each ab eil ended with
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a hanging stance and several times the rope threatened to stick. It left a nasty feeling
in our tomachs. The last abseil left us in the centre of the steep ice slope above a
huge berg chrund. By front pointing down diagonally, with Richard bravely
volunteering to come la t we got ovel- thi and down to the glacier below the Col. A
long plod down the lonely and remote Periade glacier, with superb views of the
face of the Grandes Jorasses, brought u to the Mer de Glace and eventually the
'Chalet Au tria' shack at Montenver at 9.00pm where we pent the night.

Despite our premonition the next day wa fine and we pent the morning
travelling back to Courmayeur and the Val Ferret by bu .

That evening as we ate our meal in the camp- ite the dreaded que tion came up,
what to do next. We both avoided the an wer but gradually realized that we would
have to attempt our long-standing ambition, the Peuterey arete of Mont Blanc.
Thi , according to article and guide books is widely regarded as the 'epitome of all
Alpine routes' and is 'one of the longest and most beautiful routes of its kind in the
whole of the Alp'. Although not technically difficult it is a serious undertaking due
to the difficulty of retreat in bad weather, especially from the Col Peuterey. I wa
certainly VCI)' worried by it and during the previous years had read every account of
it I could find, none of which made mc feel more confident especially Bonalli's
desperate descent from the Col Peuterey in 196 I when 4 of his companions died of
cold and exhaustion. That night neither of us slept well but I realized that I would
never have a better companion for such a route than Richard, so it wa now or
never.

The next day we sorted our sacs several times in order to lighten them and I even
went to the extreme of not taking any coins in my wallet! At 2.00pm we left our car
in the Val Veni at the start of the track to the Monzino hut, built near the site of the
old Gamba hut. In 2 hours we had reached the hut where the guardian assured us
that the weather would stay fine for 'many days'. After a brew we left and headed up
snow- lopes to the Col de L'Innominata. Here we found a memorial plaque to
Oggioni, one of Bonatti' friend who had died on their epic I-etreat. It made me
feel worse and my thought raced between the danger of the route, my friends and
family back home, the weather and was I fit enough. Eventually, I snapped out of
my worrie and an abseil down a rotten couloir brought us to the chaotic Freney
glacier which we had to cross, with the huge ice-cliffs of the Rocher Gruber above
us. Richard found a sort of terrace above most of the creva e and I led on to find a
complicated route over and around eracs to reach the rock rognon. We breathed a
sigh of relief. Several times during our crossing I had heard ice break off from the
ice-cliff but it fell well clear. A hort snow-slope led to the 'Schneider ledges' which
traverse the face to the now-couloir leading to the arete of the Pte Gugliermina.
We passed a superb bivouac site but at my insistence that we should get as high as
possible before it got dark we went much higher to just below the snow-couloir and
of course found no good ledges. A darkness closed in we found oUI-selves on an
unsatisfactory scoop in the rocks where it was impossible to lie down. We tied
our elves on and while Richard could get into his pied d'elephant I spent a cold night
in a duvet and bivouac bag. Despite the cold it was an e'xtremely impres ive place
with the Freney glacier below the huge bulk of the Aiguille oire silhouetted
against the starry sky above.

At 3am J could stand the di comfort no longer so [ persuaded Richard that we
ought to start. After the long proce s of getting breakfast on the small ledge and
packing our ac we finally left at about 4am. We traversed left into the
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snow-couloir which seemed very steep in the darkness and climbed it to the arcte.
Here we met a party of 3 Germans who had spent the night at the Dames Anglaises
hut. We overtook them and after a short while left the arcte to traverse below the
Pte Gugliermina along loose ledges on the Brenva flank. As the sun rose it turned
the rocks a magnificent red colour and the weather looked superb. We then headed
up steep ribs towards the Aiguille Blanche. By some miracle we reached the ridge at
the correct spot but it seemed a long way. After a short steep descent to a bl-cche we
climbed out of it on the left and donned crampons again to climb a snow-arcte to
the first summit of the Aiguille Blanche. Some more airy ice-arctes led us past the
cenu·al summit and up to the W summit, overlooking the dreaded Col Peuterey.
The 3 or 4 abseils to the Col were much easier than we expected except that the mpe
got stuck once behind a flake of rock. With lunch in sunshine the Col became an
almost friendly place and I even saw a solitary butterfly fly past. It was only 11.30
when we started off again so we felt we had plenty of time in hand. We decided to
follow the rocky edge of the Eckpfeiler Buttress since the snowy and quicker
variants.to the left looked dangerous in the heat of the sun as they were exposed to
stonefall. We were not expecting any difficulty but to reach the rocks we had to
climb steep soft snow on top of ice and once my nerves were set on edge when
Richard in the lead, slithered down a couple..of feet before his crampons and axe
gripped again. Having reached the rocks it was not easy to find the best way and
progress was slow. On the crest of the Eckpfeiler we traversed narrow snow-arctes
then steep hard snow on the N side followed by a traverse of doubtful value on soft
snow and rock on the S side. It was not until after 5pm that we reached the foot of
the final snow and ice-arctes which lead to the summit of Mont Blanc de
Courmayeur. Stuffing ourselves full of glucose tablets Richard led off. We were in
the shade now and soft snow gradually changed to a hard frozen surface up which
led a ladder of steps. We had seen 2 parties on the arctes earlier in the day presum
ably having done a mute on the face of the Eckpfeiler. The going was therefol-e
easy-just a matter of moving rhythmically up with the mind free to wander and
reflect. Away to our right we could see some climbers soloing the treadmill final
slopes of Mont Blanc presumably having come from Route Major. It is one of the
merits of the Peuterey that the climbing does not finish until you step over the
cornice. It looked closer now though the sky above had turned milky foretelling a
change in the weather. We made height steadily and I felt a growing excitement that
the climb was as good as in the bag. But it would be silly to fall off now so I gave
Richard a belay as he pulled over the final cornice and I quickly followed. On top it
was a different world of wind, snow and swirling cloud with a dark and incredibly
threatening sky to the W but there was Richard, pleased as punch, holding out his
hand in congratulation. We felt elated and emotional that we had achieved the
climb of our dreams. It was about 7.15pm. The desperate cold brought us back to
reality, so putting on our spare clothes we started towards the summit of Mont
Blanc which we quickly passed and found the Bosses ridge despite the poor
visibility. This we descended to the Vallot hut which we reached at about 8.30pm.
We had taken about 16t hours from our bivouac which was a reasonable time
considering that we had only had about 10 days in which to get fit.

At last in the hut I could relax and in a euphoric mood I fell into a deep sleep
despite the storm I·aging outside. Our 3 German friends came in 3 hours later at the
height of the storm and thanked us for our steps. The next day, contrary to
expectations was fine and we opened the hut door to see at least 200 people coming
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up thc Chamonix ordinar'y routes. In complete COlllrast as we descended the Italian
route LO the Gonclla hut we only passed 3 panics. We reached the Gonella hut at
lO.30am and pent a pleasant hour drinking lea with an English school pany. A
long tedious descent down the endle s Miage moraines followed and we finally
reached our car 48 hours after leaving it.

That evening as we celebrated with a meal and wine in the camp site with the
Peuterey Ridge lOwering above we could hardly believe that we had been there only
a few hours before, and that Richard had achieved what he had promised himself
28 years before.

After such a route anything else would have seemed an ami-climax so we
cOlllented ourselves with an easy ascent of the Aiguille Trelatete from the small Lac
Combal bivouac hut. As we sat on the summit, admiring the tremendous view of
Mont Blanc it was with great sadness that we both realized that this could well be
our last visit to the Alps for some time, but we felt content with our memories which
were imprintcd in our minds forever.

The Calanques

Alexis Lucchesi
(Translation: Edward Pyalt el al.)

1879-1979 A centenary
We were able to celebrate in 1979 the centenal)' of the first ascelll of the Zmutt Arete
of the Matterhorn by A. F. Murnmel)' or that of the Schreckhorn in winter by Rev
W. A. B. Coolidge, or even the birth of Tita Piaz or Angelo Dibona. But for us,
alpinists of Provence, it is above all that of the first recorded climb in the massif of
the Calanques-of the Grande Candelle by F. Mark, the British consul.

Of the word 'Calanque' the dictionary says: 'Echancrure etroite et escal'pee, aux
parois rocheuses d'un littoral calcaire ennoye'.

But for us, and fOl' all who like lO come here. it is more than that; it is a massif
comprising two mountain systems, the chain of Marseilleveyre in the Wand the
chain of Puget in the E, stretching for 20km E of Marseille and reaching back from
the coastline for 3km. It is an architecture of cathedrals and obelisks of rock
where the whiteness of the limestone contrasts with the blue of the sky and the sea,
as well as with the meagre and dark-coloured vegetation of the shrubs peculiar to

the Calanques-thyme, rock-rose, rosemary, heath and juniper. The scents of
these ProvenYlI plants are intensified by the heat of the sun. Trees are rare; in the
chain of Marseilleveyre we find mo t1y the Syrian Pine, from which there arises in
summer the song of the gl'asshopper fastened among its branches. As for the chain
of Pugel, we find several clumps of green oaks or holm oaks, last remnants of what
was once a great forest, the Kerrnes Oak and the Sumac; with the peculiar scent of
the ca hew,nut family.

The Calanques are a land of relaxation, of training, of play for some, or rest for
others, where you can commune with nature and listen to the silence. You might
call it a lungful of oxygen for the Cite Phoceenne (Mar eille).

Before climbing on the cliffs of the Calanques. we must first explore the district.
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